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Abstract The processing difficulty profile for relative clauses in Chinese, Japanese
and Korean represents a challenge for theories of human parsing. We address this chal-
lenge using a grammar-based complexity metric, one that reflects a minimalist analysis
of relative clauses for all three languages as well as structure-dependent corpus distri-
butions. Together, these define a comprehender’s degree of uncertainty at each point
in a sentence. We use this idea to quantify the intuition that people do comprehension
work as they incrementally resolve ambiguity, word by word. We find that downward
changes to this quantitative measure of uncertainty derive observed processing con-
trasts between Subject- and Object-extracted relative clauses. This demonstrates that
the complexity metric, in conjunction with a minimalist grammar and corpus-based
weights, accounts for the widely-observed Subject Advantage.
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1 Introduction
Relative clauses present linguists with a variety of puzzles. Two in particular are fun-
damental in the sense that any solution to them would carry implications for syntax,
typology and psycholinguistics. The first is their structure. Can an analysis be given
that is simultaneously general, consistent and descriptively accurate across multiple
languages? The second is their processing. Why are some relative clauses easier to
understand than others? Can asymmetries in processing be related to their syntactic
structure and, if so, how? This paper proposes a solution to these puzzles. The ba-
sic idea is that subject and object relatives have different amounts of sentence-medial
ambiguity. We show that a quantitative version of this idea can account for the observed
processing asymmetry between these two sentence types.
To show this, we use Minimalist Grammars (Stabler 1997) to explicitly define
the set of alternative syntactic analyses that are consistent with the sentence-initial
substring of words perceived so far. Probability distributions over this remainder set
characterize the expectations that a comprehender would have, partway through the
sentence. To estimate them, we weight the grammars’ structural rules in accordance
with corpora like the Penn Chinese Treebank 7 (Xue et al. 2005), the Kyoto Corpus 4
(Kurohashi and Nagao 2003) and the Penn Korean Treebank 2 (Han et al. 2002). The
uncertainty or entropy of this remainder set quantifies the notion of sentence-medial
ambiguity. If this entropy goes down in the transition from one word to the next, then
sentence-processing work must have occurred (Wilson and Carroll 1954; Hale 2006).
These assumptions suffice to derive a universal Subject Advantage in processing.
Keenan and Hawkins (1974/1987) found early support for such a universal, and since
then a growing body of experimental work has supported it. Proceeding from these
findings, this paper fleshes out a role for minimalist syntax in a quantitative theory
of derivational uncertainty. In particular, the proposed theory uses syntactic alterna-
tives that are logically entailed by the grammar to derive numerical predictions of
processing difficulty at specific words.
These predictions, across Chinese, Japanese & Korean (henceforth: CJK) are laid
out in Section 6. But, before that, Section 2 reviews the relevant psycholinguistics lit-
erature. Section 3 goes on to discuss the syntactic analysis of relative clauses involving
subject and object gaps. For such constructions, there is a fairly strong consensus in the
generative literature that some kind of extraction is implicated in the syntactic deriva-
tion (see Huang et al. 2009 for Chinese, Whitman 2012 for Japanese and Han and Kim
2004 for Korean). Section 4 introduces relative frequency estimation, a simple way of
using corpora to put weights on grammar rules. This weighting makes it possible to
quantify sentence-medial ambiguity as the entropy of the remainder set. Section 5
reviews the Entropy Reduction hypothesis, which links fluctuating entropy levels
and processing difficulty. Finally, Section 7 concludes with a reflection on human
sentence processing as information processing. Our grammars and corpus data are
included as Electronic Supplementary Material, and our software is freely available.
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2 Asymmetries in processing relative clauses
2.1 Relative clauses and the subject advantage
In a relative clause (RC), a noun phrase is said to have been “relativized” from one
of a number of different “underlying” positions, for example subject position or ob-
ject position. The RC construction as a whole thus exhibits a Filler–Gap relationship. A
large literature documents the finding that subject relatives (SRCs) are consistently eas-
ier to process than object relatives (ORCs) across languages, a processing asymmetry
often referred to as the Subject Advantage. This Subject Advantage has been observed
for English using a variety of different measures, including: reading times (King and
Just 1991), eye-tracking (Traxler et al. 2002), ERP (King and Kutas 1995), fMRI (Just
et al. 1996) and PET (Stromswold et al. 1996). European languages other than English
also attest the Subject Advantage, for instance Dutch (Frazier 1987; Mak et al. 2002),
French (Frauenfelder et al. 1980) and German (Schriefers et al. 1995; Mecklinger et al.
1995).
In all these languages, the RC appears after the noun it modifies. That is to say:
English, French, German and Dutch all have postnominal RCs. By contrast, CJK RCs
come before the noun they modify. This prenominal positioning of the RC with respect
































‘the reporter who criticized the senator’
1 Parentheses in Example 1 indicate the optionality of the head noun in Chinese. The other abbreviations
in the glosses are:
Nom nominative case marker
Acc accusative case marker
Decl declarative verb ending
Adn adnominal verb ending
See also Table 4.
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‘the reporter who the senator criticized’
The distinction between prenominal and postnominal positioning makes CJK RCs
a uniquely valuable domain for testing universalist claims about human sentence
processing. Below, we summarize some key empirical findings. Section 2.3 then goes
on to assess the available theories.
2.2 The subject advantage in CJK
A variety of experiments have measured the Subject Advantage at specific points
in sentences containing prenominal relative clauses. For instance, using self-paced
reading, Ishizuka et al. (2003) and Miyamoto and Nakamura (2003, 2013) found it
at the head noun in Japanese RCs. Ishizuka (2005) reports it as well at the RC-initial
case-marked noun phrase. Korean is much the same: Kwon et al. (2006), for instance,
report a Subject Advantage at the head noun. These contrasts have been replicated
across several different methodologies including ERP in Japanese (Ueno and Garnsey
2008), and eye-tracking in Korean (Kwon et al. 2010).
The processing of Chinese RCs, on the other hand, has been harder to pin down.
Early work by F. Hsiao and Gibson (2003) reported the inverse result, an Object Ad-
vantage, in contrast to the Subject Advantage found in Lin and Bever (2006). Further
analysis indicates that this outcome may have been due to uncontrolled factors, such
as local ambiguities (C. Lin and Bever 2011; Qiao et al. 2012; Vasishth et al. 2013;
Y. Hsiao et al. 2014)2 and syntactic priming from the context with different thematic
orders (Lin 2014). With stimuli that control local ambiguities such as the availability
of argument omission, Jäger et al. (in press) observe a robust Subject Advantage in
Chinese RCs. A wider array of references is provided below in Table 1. Overall, the
weight of the evidence seems to suggest that Chinese is not exceptional after all but,
rather, confirms the universalist view: the Subject Advantage manifests itself in both
prenominal and postnominal RCs.
2 These sorts of ambiguities represent an exciting research area for CJK psycholinguistics. For a review
with special emphasis on Japanese, see Hirose (2009).
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Subject advantage Object advantage
C. Lin and Bever (2006; 2007; 2011) F. Hsiao and Gibson (2003)
C. Lin (2008; submitted) B. Chen et al. (2008)
F. Wu (2009) Y. Lin and Garnsey (2011)
F. Wu et al. (2012) Packard et al. (2011)
Vasishth et al. (2013) Qiao et al. (2012)
Jäger et al. (in press) Gibson and H. Wu (2013)
F. Wu and Kaiser (submitted)
Table 2 Processing principles proposed for relative clauses
Broad Categories General Proposals
Word Order Bever (1970);MacDonald and Christiansen (2002)
The sequence of words in SRCs is
closer to the canonical word order
than that in ORCs.
Parallel
Function Sheldon (1974)
SRCs are easier to process than
ORCs because their head nouns play
the same role in both the main clause
and the subordinate clauses.
Perspective
Maintenance MacWhinney (1977, 1982)
SRC structures maintain the human
perspective and should be easier to
process than those that shift it, e.g.
ORCs.
Accessibility
Hierarchy Keenan and Comrie (1977)
Universal markedness hierarchy of
grammatical relations ranks the rel-




Wanner and Maratsos (1978);
Gibson (2000);
Lewis and Vasishth (2005)
ORCs are harder because they impose
a greater memory burden.
Structural Distance:




Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley, and Brys-
baert (1995); Jurafsky (1996)
SRCs occur more frequently than
ORCs and therefore are more ex-
pected and easier to process.
Surprisal:
Hale (2001); Levy (2008)
ORCs are more diﬃcult because they
require a low-probability rule.
Entropy Reduction:
Hale (2006)
ORCs are harder because they force
the comprehender through more con-
fusing intermediate states.
2.3 Theories of relative clause processing
A variety of general principles have been advanced to account for the Subject Ad-
vantage. Table 2 catalogs some of the leading ideas. Among these, recent work has
been especially concerned with Memory Burden and Structural frequency.
The memory burden idea, while appealing for European languages, does not work for
CJK RCs that are prenominal. To see this, consider the distance between the head noun
and its coindexed empty category ei in any of the Examples 1–3. In all cases, the pre-
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dicted memory burden in the SRC would be greater than in the ORC, contrary to the
observed empirical pattern.
The structural frequency idea is also appealing, since by and large the attestation rate
of SRCs exceeds ORCs. However, in its most well-known incarnation as “surprisal”
this idea also fails to derive the observed data. Levy (2008) acknowledges the situation
when he writes
One way of interpreting these mixed results is to hypothesize that surprisal has a
major effect on word-by-word processing difficulty, but that truly non-local (i.e.,
long-distance) syntactic dependencies such as relativization and WH-question
formation are handled fundamentally differently [...]
page 1166
At least in Levy’s formulation, surprisal does not work for English RCs. Seeking a
more adequate complexity metric, Hale (2003, 2006) advances an alternative called
Entropy Reduction. Like surprisal, Entropy Reduction is information-theoretical. But
unlike surprisal it correctly derives the observed Subject Advantage in English. Sec-
tion 2.4 reviews the original account given on pages 116–118 of Hale (2003) in light
of subsequent work.
2.4 Entropy reduction as a complexity metric
The basic idea of Entropy Reduction is that comprehenders struggle against the tide
of ambiguity that they face in the course of incremental processing. Words, as they
come in, are either helpful or unhelpful in narrowing down the interpretation that
the speaker (or writer) intends. As in Hale (2006), we consider intermediate stages
that correspond to sentence-initial substrings. Example 4 illustrates these stages with
an example used in the account of English RC processing difficulty from that pa-
per.




d. the sailor who
e. the sailor who s
...
The symbols in 4 mostly correspond to whole words, although some morphemes
such as the genitive s get their own symbol. From this perspective, the latest symbol
added to the initial substring is taken to be ‘informative’ about the overall structure
of the unfolding sentence. This contribution is quantified by changes in the condi-
tional entropy of the derivation given the initial string.
The basic idea has a long history. To the best of our knowledge, it was introduced in
Section 5.3 of Wilson and Carroll (1954). At this time, many cognitive scientists were
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interested in applying information theory to human communication (see for example
Chap. 5 of Cherry (1961), Section 6.1 of Levelt (1974, volume II), or Chap. 3 of Smith
(1973)). Wilson and Carroll applied Entropy Reduction to an artificial language of their
own creation, by way of introducing the idea and demonstrating its potential utility for
morphosyntactic analysis. In doing so, they also acknowledged a major restriction:
their formulation relied on a Markov model of language, analogous to beads-on-a-
string.
Hale (2003) revived the Entropy Reduction idea by lifting this restriction and applied
it to the analysis of processing asymmetries in English, including the Subject Advan-
tage. This paper used context-free phrase structure grammars as models of language
structure. The account of the Subject Advantage essentially turned on the possibility of
recursive modification which exists in the SRC but which is eliminated by the embed-
ded verb in the ORC. Later papers such as Hale (2006) upgraded the language model
yet further to expressive formalisms like Stabler’s Minimalist Grammars (1997) where
a movement analysis of relativization can be stated directly. This change was accom-
panied by new algorithms for computing the metric, but the basic equation between
human sentence processing work and the reduction of derivational uncertainty re-
mained the same.
Section 9.1 of Hale (2006) notes that Entropy Reduction can derive the repetition ac-
curacy cline that is observed along Keenan and Comrie’s (1977) well-known Accessi-
bility Hierarchy of relativizable grammatical relations (AH). This same pattern is also
part of the empirical support for the minimize domains (MiD) principle (Hawkins,
2004, Section 7.2). Entropy Reduction and MiD both derive the AH but from differ-
ent starting points. Whereas MiD (and its predecessor, Early Immediate Constituents)
considers the number of syntactic nodes involved in the ultimately-correct analysis of
e.g. an English RC, Entropy Reduction takes into account changing distributions on
intermediate parser states. It quantifies the idea of sentence-medial ambiguity with a
numerical uncertainty level over intermediate parser states.
There is no necessary connection between Entropy Reduction as a complexity met-
ric and Minimalist Grammars as a formalism. In fact, Frank (2013) recently applied
Entropy Reduction to the analysis of British readers’ eye fixation times using Sim-
ple Recurrent Nets as substitute for a grammar. In this study, Entropy Reduction
emerged as a significant predictor of fixation duration. Interestingly, as he computed
Entropy Reductions with greater and greater fidelity, Frank found that their fit to ob-
served fixation times got better and better. This sort of result strengthens our confidence
in the metric itself.
What remains to be shown is that Entropy Reduction derives the correct predictions
in the key domain of prenominal RCs. This is important because, as things stand,
there exists no formalized account of incremental processing difficulty that accords
with data on both prenominal and postnominal RC processing. In order to make these
predictions, we first have to fix upon a syntactic analysis. The syntactic analysis,
discussed in Section 3, motivates a particular series of corpus studies (Section 4)
aimed at weighting the rules of a formalized grammar fragment.
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3 Structure of relative clauses
As noted in the Introduction, there is a general consensus in the generative literature
that movement is involved in the derivation of at least some CJK RCs. This evidence
comes from the existence of island effects as well as subtler effects such as scope
reconstruction and idiom chunk effects (Huang et al., 2009; Whitman, 2012; Han and
Kim, 2004). Notice, however, that the consensus claim is not exhaustive. Other RCs
seem to present island violations. A widespread view holds that these are cases of
resumptive pro, where movement is blocked. But we restrict ourselves here to Subject
and Object gaps in non-island environments. In these cases a movement analysis is
appropriate.
3.1 The promotion analysis
There are two main movement analyses of RCs in the generative literature. An analysis
moving a null operator from the position of the gap into the clausal projection of the
RC was popular through the 1990s (Ning (1993) for Chinese, Ishii (1991) for Japanese,
Kaplan and Whitman (1995) for Japanese and Korean). Kayne (1994) revives a dif-
ferent movement analysis for RCs, dating back to Brame (1967), Schachter (1973)
and Vergnaud (1974). Under this “promotion” analysis, the RC head is moved directly
from the position of the gap into RC head position. Kayne points out that this analy-
sis is particularly attractive for prenominal RCs because it explains the well-known
typological fact that prenominal relatives never include overt relative pronouns at the
beginning of the RC. According to Kayne’s analysis, this is because the RC head
is first moved from TP to the specifier of CP. TP is then fronted around the head.
The derivation thereby accounts for the head/RC order, the absence of relative pro-
nouns at the beginning of the RC, and the absence of evidence that prenominal RCs
are CPs, rather than simple TPs. A further, theory-internal advantage of the promo-
tion analysis is that it avoids a violation of the Extension Condition (Chomsky 1993)
inherent in at least some operator movement analyses. Under such analyses, the RC
is adjoined to the head of the nominal projection (or in some analyses, generated
in Spec, DP). Relative operator movement then takes place within the CP, but this
movement is not at the edge (the structurally highest position) inside the nominal pro-
jection. On the promotion analysis, by contrast, the NP generated in the position of
the gap moves consistently to the edge of the projection at each step of the deriva-
tion.
Promotion analyses have been adopted by X. Wu (2000) for Chinese, and Hoshi
(1995) for Japanese. Huang et al. (2009) adopt a mixed analysis of Chinese RCs,
involving both promotion and operator adjunction. As our purpose in this paper is
to generalize across comparable derivations, in the formal grammar fragments, we
implemented promotion derivations, as representative of the currently most widely-
adopted analysis of RCs in minimalist theory. Figure 1 sketches these derivations
with Korean and Japanese presented at the same time in 1(a) and Chinese separately
in 1(b).
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Fig. 1 Syntactic analyses of CJK relative clauses
3.2 Minimalist grammars
The promotion analysis discussed above in Section 3.1 is a compelling idea about the
general structure of RCs across languages. But in order to extract specific quantitative
predictions, one must express this general idea in some concrete way. In this project,
we did this using the Minimalist Grammars (MGs) of Stabler (1997). This system
formalizes certain themes of Chomsky’s Minimalist Program (1995). For instance,
MG lexical entries have sequences of features that motivate derivational operations.
One kind of feature motivates the MERGE operation; this aspect is reminiscent of
categorial grammar (Berwick and Epstein, 1995). Another kind of feature motivates
the MOVE operation; this operation reorganizes the derived tree and has no direct
parallel in categorial grammar. In our grammars, for instance, there is a +wh feature
that motivates movement of a corresponding -wh phrase. The finitude of the available
feature types, in any given grammar, is crucial for reining in the expressive power of
these grammars.
Minimalist Grammars can be viewed as defining two operations (MERGE, MOVE)
in a kind of bottom-up way. But this perspective is not exclusive. An important mathe-
matical result shows that the same formalism can also be viewed as a rewriting system
that works top-down (Michaelis 2001; Harkema 2001). Neither direction is privileged
if one adopts a view of MG derivations as trees. One can get a sense of these deriva-
tion trees by imagining nodes labeled with the operation name (MERGE or MOVE)
and leaves labeled with feature bundles.3
The derivation tree viewpoint underwrites the interpretation of MGs as stochas-
tic branching processes, and therefore also their interpretation as probabilistic
3 See Fig. 12 of Hale (2006). The distinction between derivation tree and derived tree was introduced into
cognitive science by Aravind Joshi.
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grammars.4 The core idea is that a derivation may continue, from the top down, by
application of any one of a number of alternative operations. These operations are
“backwards” from the usual bottom-up perspective but this presents no difficulty. If
appropriately normalized, the weights on these alternative branches become probabil-
ities and the grammars themselves can take on a more cognitive interpretation: they
define the class of structures a comprehender might be expecting.5 In order to set up
this cognitive interpretation (Section 5), numerical weights have to be determined.
Section 4 explains how we used corpus distributions to obtain these numbers.
4 From corpora to weighted grammars
The step from corpora to weighted grammars follows a simple logic: branches of
the derivation tree represent choices about which structure to generate. In a perfor-
mance model, these choices might reasonably be based on experience. We can approx-
imate this experience by estimating various statistics from Treebanks or other samples.
This section illustrates one such procedure, starting from a simplified example based
on context-free grammars. It turns out, however, this is not really a simplification at
all, because the weighting of MG derivations proceeds in exactly the same manner.
4.1 Relative frequency estimation for tree branches
Because the fragments of Chinese, Japanese and Korean are expressed as MGs, their
derivations may be viewed as having been generated by a context-free phrase struc-
ture grammar (CFG). The estimation problem therefore reduces to the problem of
weighting a CFG. But this problem is easy to solve; the method can be demonstrated
with a small example such as Fig. 2. The rules in Fig. 2 present us with choices: is an
NP going to have a determiner (Det) or will it be a bare noun (N)? Similarly, will a
verb phrase be transitive or intransitive? The idea of relative frequency estimation is
to set the weights on these choices according to the ratio of those two structure types
in a sample. This task is far easier if one has access to a Treebank — a corpus whose
sentences are annotated with phrase structures.
Given a Treebank, one can easily weight this grammar by counting. First, count how
many times an NP node appears with two daughters, one labeled Det and one labeled
N; say this number is 100. Second, count how many times an NP node appears with
a single N daughter; say this number is 50. Similarly, suppose that a VP node appears
4 Chapter 2 of Harris (1963) treats, in detail, the sort of branching process used in these linguistic models.
Smith (1973, pages 66–68) and Hale (2006, Section 3.1) both review the work of Grenander (1967) who
was the first to see the connection to branching processes.
5 The modeling in this paper relies exclusively on syntactic information e.g. grammatical category, hier-
archical phrase structure and WH-movement. This leaves out nonsyntactic factors, such as animacy and
information structure, which also play a crucial role in human sentence comprehension. However, nothing in
the overall approach prevents inclusion of additional features in the formal grammar fragment e.g. diacritics
such as animate or topic. In continuing modeling work, Z. Chen (2014) estimates weighted grammars
with formalist as well as “functionalist” feature names. The results accurately reflect the Subject Advantage
and the animacy effect in English, Italian and Chinese RCs.
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S → NP VP
NP → Det N
NP → N
VP → V
VP → V NP
Fig. 2 Unweighted grammar offers alternative ways to rewrite both NP and VP
with a single V daughter 120 times, and that a VP node appears with a V daughter and
an NP daughter 90 times. These counts can be summarized as shown in (5).
(5)
NP with two daughters, labeled Det and N 100
NP with a single daughter, labeled N 50
VP with a single daughter, labeled V 120
VP with two daughters, labeled V and NP 90
Then we would assign the ‘NP → Det N’ rule a weight of 100150 (or 23 ), and the ‘NP → N’




210 respectively. Note that when a nonterminal, such as S in this example, has
only one possible expansion, then this rule must have a weight of one and so there is
no need to consult a corpus.
The situation is analogous for the more complex MG rewriting system: counts of
how often certain grammatical patterns appear in corpora still suffice to determine
the relevant weights. To illustrate, the relevant corpus frequencies for our Korean MG
are given in (6). For simplicity, we omit from (6) the details of the rewriting system’s
parent-daughter combinations that are indicated explicitly in Fig. 2 and (5), and instead
describe the relevant grammatical patterns in formalism-neutral terms (e.g. “intran-
sitive verb”, “complement clause”). The key point is that these counts determine the
weights for our Korean grammar in precisely the same way that the structural counts
in (5) determined the weights for the grammar in Fig. 2. As in Fig. 2 the counts are
grouped into alternatives; each decision in the stochastic derivation process requires
choosing from one of these pairs. Setting weights for each of the two alternatives at
each such choice point fully determines a probability distribution over the derivations




pro in subject position 594
non-pro noun phrase in subject position 961
pro in object position 23
non-pro noun phrase in object position 1015
subject relative clause 1030
object relative clause 130
relative clause 1160
complement clause 902
noun phrase with complement clause or relative clause 2062
noun phrase consisting of only a simple noun 1976
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Although MGs differ from CFGs (e.g. by involving movement operations) counts
of how often certain grammatical patterns appear in corpora still suffice to determine
the weights of the relevant grammatical decisions. For example, note that one of the
decisions that appears in our Korean grammar is the choice between SRCs and ORCs.
While this can be thought of as choosing a gap position, in an MG this decision
amounts to the choice between two different node labels on the same derivation tree
node. In this more complex case, we again compute weights simply by counting how
many SRCs and how many ORCs appear in a corpus and normalizing appropriately.
4.2 Counting constructions in corpora
To see how this counting is accomplished, this section offers two examples. These
examples are from Korean, although the procedure for the Japanese and Chinese
grammars is very similar. The chief consideration to keep in mind is the distinction
between the formalism in which the Treebank is encoded (typically phrase structure)
and the formalism being applied in the linguistic performance model (here, MGs).
The first example is transitivity. How can we estimate the rate at which VPs are tran-
sitive as opposed to intransitive? Looking in the Penn Korean Treebank (KTB) (Han
et al., 2002) we identify particular structural configurations that the annotators used
to flag these alternatives.6 These configurations are schematically illustrated below in
7a and 7b.













The count of configuration 7a (Ca) compared to configuration 7b (Cb) estimates the
transitivity parameter that we would need as a weight in our grammar. In a grammar
like the one in Fig. 2 we would assign CaCa+Cb to the transitive VP rule ‘VP → V NP’
and CbCa+Cb to other, intransitive rule ‘VP → V’.
6 We employ the pattern matching tool Tregex (Levy and Andrew, 2006) for our corpus search.
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The second example is relativization from Subject as opposed to Object. Here the
procedure is exactly the same. The KTB represents SRCs as an S node which (i) adjoins
to an NP, and (ii) has as its first daughter a WH-operator that is coindexed with a trace
in an NP-SBJ position; similarly for ORCs and an NP-OBJ position. Specific cases of
these two patterns are shown below in 8a and 8b. Of course, the criterial features are
the tree configurations and the coindexation—not the specific words. These structures
are the ones that qualify as SRCs or ORCs in the sense required for the totals shown
in (6).




























Appendix 1 includes more details e.g. about weighting the Japanese and Chinese
grammars. The logic of the approach is identical, but we have restricted attention to
Korean here because certain technical details make it the simplest of the three cases.
5 Weighted grammars and information gain
The Entropy Reduction hypothesis, referred to above in Section 2.4, requires some
sort of weighting to quantify degrees of expectation. Section 4 introduced the weight-
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setting methodology. But equally required for a solid understanding of Entropy Re-
duction is the idea of conditioning grammars on initial substrings of sentences. This
aspect, taken up in this section, is symbolized by the vertical dimension in Table 3.
Entropy Reduction is an incremental complexity metric; this means that it makes
predictions on a word-by-word basis. These predictions reflect a quantity—entropy—
calculated over a set of derivations that remain “in play” at each successive word in a
sentence. If no words have been heard, then the set of in-play derivations is, of course,
the full set of all possible derivations. But as the comprehender considers succes-
sive words of an initial substring, these words begin to impose more of a constraint.
With an explicit grammar fragment, we can calculate the remainder set of allowable
word-sequences that can grammatically follow some given initial substring. We call
members of this set “remainders.” The remainders are the strings that would be gener-
ated by a new grammar representing the intersection of the given initial string with the
original, full-sentence grammar (Bar-Hillel et al., 1964). This intersecting, in the style
of Bar-Hillel, is indicated in the transition from the upper-left quadrant to the lower-left
quadrant of Table 3. Each remainder has at least one derivation associated with it, and
these derivations are compactly encoded by what is called an intersection grammar. In
this paper, the yield condition is that the first few words must match an explicitly-given
list representing the words that have already been heard or read, as in example 4. We
call intersection grammars meeting this condition “remainder grammars.” Transition-
ing to the bottom-right quadrant of Table 3, we add weights. This change does not
alter the requirement that each derivation in the remainder grammar should remain
consistent with the same initial string. But importantly, the weights can now quan-
tify the degree to which an idealized comprehender would expect one remainder or
another.
The information gained from a word in a sentence is precisely the drop in deriva-
tional uncertainty that is precipitated by that word. This uncertainty is formalized




p(xi ) log2 p(xi ) (9)
Table 3 Generative grammar and two augmentations of it
(Generative) Grammar
discrete formal system
generates a sentence if a derivation
exists
Weighted Grammar





generates a sentence if a derivation
exists
subject to a condition on its yield
Weighted Intersection Grammar
generates a (sentence,weight) pair
if a derivation exists
and the yield-condition is satisfied
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(b) Entropy = 2.1 bits
Fig. 3 Two distributions, one of which is more peaked
In this application to performance models of language, the p(xi ) in definition 9 are the
probabilities of syntactic derivations that are still “in play” at a given initial substring.
Using the methods of Grenander (1967) and Nederhof and Satta (2008), it causes no
particular difficulty if the number of these derivations is unbounded (see Appendix 2).
Weighted grammars thus define a probability distribution on what might be com-
ing up later in the sentence, assuming it turns out to be grammatical. If we graph
this probability distribution in a way such that each remainder-derivation xi has its
own bar and the height of the bars correspond to their probability p(xi ) then we can
interpret the entropy of this distribution visually as the flatness of the graph. Given
two distributions over the same events, the distribution with the flatter graph is the
higher-entropy distribution. Figure 3 illustrates this sort of comparison with two dis-
tributions with geometrically-decreasing probabilities, just like those defined by the
weighted grammars for CJK. By visual inspection, one can see how the lower entropy
distribution 3(a) concentrates its probability on the left-hand side of the graph more
heavily than the higher entropy distribution 3(b) does, the latter being more spread
out. The maximum entropy distribution is of course the uniform distribution which, if
graphed, would be a flat horizontal line.
If a particular word ends up tightening the overall constraints on the remainder set,
then entropy has been reduced. Ultimately, if the sentence is unambiguous then un-
certainty about the intended derivation should be brought down to zero by the end of
the utterance. But locally, words that open up more options than they close down can
cause entropy to increase. In some interpretations of information theory this is inter-
preted as “negative information”; however, as its name implies, Entropy Reduction
only considers transitions on which information is actually gained. Appendix 3 goes
into additional aspects of information theory.
6 Processing predictions
This section reports the incremental processing difficulty profiles that derive from the
syntactic analysis discussed in Section 3 via the Entropy Reduction complexity met-
ric reviewed in Section 2.4. This general methodology is discussed at length in Hale
(2006). In all three languages the pattern is the same: a Subject Advantage is derived
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Table 4 Abbreviations
Descriptive labels for terminal nodes Symbols appearing in derived strings
N noun t trace; indicates movement’s launching site
V verb pro unpronounced pronoun; not derived by movement
-t: transitive -i: intransitive e empty category, unspecified
-d: declarative -n: adnominal [ ] brackets indicate embedding
fact nouns such as fact that take a
complement clause
Syntactic Constructions
de relativizer in Chinese SRC Subject Relative Clause
Nom nominative case marker ORC Object Relative Clause
Acc accusative case marker NCC Noun Complement Clause
Dem demonstratives Linking Hypothesis
Cl classifiers ER Entropy Reduction
Time temporal phrases
such that SRCs are correctly identified as easier to understand. The following subsec-
tions discuss in detail the positions at which these Subject Advantages are predicted
— typically at the beginning of the relative clause region and at its head noun. The
discussion relates these predicted incremental processing asymmetries to grammati-
cal alternatives defined by a formal grammar fragment. We focus on the role of sentence
structure in processing by using grammar fragments that derive part-of-speech sym-
bols, rather than particular lexical items. A complete list of these symbols is provided
in Table 4.
6.1 Korean
The word-by-word difficulty predictions for Korean RCs using Entropy Reduction
are shown in Fig. 4. This figure illustrates that more processing effort is predicted for
ORCs than SRCs in general. Specifically, a Subject Advantage stands out on the second
word (i.e. case marker) and the fourth word (i.e. head noun). The rest of this section
details the derivation of these processing asymmetries at these specific positions.
Figure 5 tracks how the most probable structures and their probabilities change
as the comprehender encounters new words. Each box lists sentence-level strings
generated by the remainder grammar at the given initial substring, highlighted in bold,
along with the entropy of the probability distribution over those remainders. These
entropy values assist in the interpretation of the entropy reductions (ER) shown on each
arrow, which are the actual difficulty predictions graphed in Fig. 4. The strings also
include non-boldface words that are anticipated but as yet unheard. Each alternative is
ranked by the conditional probability of the whole structure given the common initial
substring. For instance, when readers have only encountered the noun symbol N as
the first word (w1), the most likely full sentence is a simple intransitive clause, N Nom
Vid (probability 0.563).
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N Acc(SRC)/Nom(ORC) Vtn N(head)








Fig. 4 ER prediction for Korean RCs
The Subject Advantage at the case marker (w2) can be explained as follows. More
processing difficulty is predicted for ORCs at w2 because remainder-set entropy is
reduced in the transition from w1 to w2 when processing the ORC (ER 2.18 bits),
whereas there is no reduction in the case of the SRC. Since both SRC and ORC start
with the same word at w1 (i.e. N), the prediction rests on the difference in the entropy
value at w2. In other words, the Subject Advantage at w2 is due to the lower entropy of
the ORC-initial substring N Nom (4.210 bits), compared to the SRC-initial substring
N Acc (11.073 bits). This difference in entropy can be understood by reference to
remainder sets at w2, as shown in Fig. 6. This figure illustrates that while N Nom
is very likely to be a matrix subject (0.713), the remainder distribution at N Acc
is less concentrated. Therefore, the ORC-initial substring at w2 is associated with a
lower entropy value than the corresponding SRC-initial substring, which leads to more
Entropy Reduction in the ORC’s transition from w1 to w2.
The Subject Advantage at the head noun (w4) is also indicated by greater En-
tropy Reduction for the ORC in the transition from w3 to w4. In this transition, the
remainder-set entropy is reduced more for the ORC (ER 2.59 bits) than for the SRC
(ER 1.68 bits). At w3, the entropy is higher for the ORC (14.827 bits) than for the SRC
(12.905 bits). Once the head noun is revealed at w4, the entropy is still higher for the
ORC but the difference in entropy between the two states becomes relatively small
(11.220 bits for SRC and 12.234 bits for ORC). Thus, the predicted Subject Advan-
tage at the head noun derives mainly from entropy differences at the verb immediately
preceding it.
This explanation of the Subject Advantage at the head noun accords with that given
in Yun et al. (2010) (YWH). YWH attributed the ORC processing penalty to higher
entropy due to additional possible remainders at the verb.7 YWH observed that in the
7 These “additional” remainders are members of the set-difference between two sets that, due to recursion,
are infinite. As Appendix 2 discusses in further detail, this engenders neither philosophical nor practical
difficulty.
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entropy = 6.979
0.340 Vid
0.269 N Nom Vid
0.034 Vin N Nom Vid
0.023 Vin fact Nom Vid
0.020 N Acc Vtd
. . . . . .
entropy = 6.398
0.563 N Nom Vid
0.042 N Acc Vtd
0.038 N Nom Vin fact Nom Vid
0.035 N Acc Vtn N Nom Vid
0.033 N Nom N Acc Vtd
. . . . . .
entropy = 6.398
0.563 N Nom Vid
0.042 N Acc Vtd
0.038 N Nom Vin fact Nom Vid
0.035 N Acc Vtn N Nom Vid
0.033 N Nom N Acc Vtd
. . . . . .
entropy = 11.073
0.197 N Acc Vtd
0.166 N Acc Vtn N Nom Vid
0.113 N Acc Vtn fact Nom Vid
0.021 N Acc Vtn Vin N Nom Vid
0.014 N Acc Vtn Vin fact Nom Vid
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.210
0.713 N Nom Vid
0.048 N Nom Vin fact Nom Vid
0.042 N Nom N Acc Vtd
0.024 N Nom N Acc Vtn fact Nom Vid
0.007 N Nom Vtn N Nom Vid
. . . . . .
entropy = 12.905
0.206 N Acc Vtn N Nom Vid
0.141 N Acc Vtn fact Nom Vid
0.026 N Acc Vtn Vin N Nom Vid
0.018 N Acc Vtn Vin fact Nom Vid
0.015 N Acc Vtn N Acc Vtd
. . . . . .
entropy = 14.827
0.222 N Nom Vtn N Nom Vid
0.035 N Nom Vtn fact Nom Vid
0.028 N Nom Vtn Vin N Nom Vid
0.019 N Nom Vtn Vin fact Nom Vid
0.016 N Nom Vtn N Acc Vtd
. . . . . .
entropy = 11.220
0.379 N Acc Vtn N Nom Vid
0.028 N Acc Vtn N Acc Vtd
0.026 N Acc Vtn N Nom Vin fact Nom Vid
0.026 N Acc Vtn N Nom Vin fact Nom Vid
0.023 N Acc Vtn N Acc Vtn N Nom Vid
. . . . . .
entropy = 12.234
0.328 N Nom Vtn N Nom Vid
0.024 N Nom Vtn N Acc Vtd
0.024 N Nom Vtn N Acc Vtd
0.022 N Nom Vtn N Nom Vin fact Nom Vid
0.022 N Nom Vtn N Nom Vin fact Nom Vid











Fig. 5 Likely derivations and their conditional probabilities in Korean RCs
SRC prefix N Acc Vtn the case-marked noun is an argument of the embedded transitive
verb as in (9), whereas in the ORC-initial substring N Nom Vtn there is an additional
possibility that the case-marked noun is in fact a matrix subject, where both the subject
and the object of the embedded clause are omitted, as in (10). Since verbal arguments
may be freely omitted in Korean when they are recoverable from the context, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that this additional possibility, with multiple null elements,
indeed plays a role. YWH contains examples of sentences that correspond to the
additional structure in (10b) as in (11a), (11b), and (11c). Indeed, adnominal clauses
with null elements both in subject and object positions are attested in the corpus as
shown in Appendix 1.
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epyTredniameRytilibaborP
0.197 pro N Acc Vtd simplex SOV with Sbj-pro
0.166 [t N Acc Vtn] N Nom Vid SRC
0.113 [pro N Acc Vtn] fact Nom Vid NCC with Sbj-pro
0.021 [t N Acc Vtn] [t Vin] N Nom Vid stacked SRCs
0.014 [t N Acc Vtn] [pro Vin] fact Nom N Acc Vtd SRC / NCC with Sbj-pro
.........
entropy = 11.073
(a) SRC-initial substring N Acc
epyTredniameRytilibaborP
0.713 N nom Vid simplex SV
0.048 [N nom Vin] fact Nom Vid NCC
0.042 N nom N Acc Vtd simplex SOV
0.024 [N nom N Acc Vtn] fact Nom Vid NCC
0.007 [N nom t Vtn] N Nom Vid ORC
.........
entropy = 4.210
(b) ORC-initial substring N Nom
Fig. 6 Possible remainders at the second word for Korean RCs
(9) SRC-initial substring N Acc Vtn
a. [e N Acc Vtn]
(10) ORC-initial substring N Nom Vtn
a. [N Nom e Vtn]
b. N Nom [e e Vtn]
(11) Additional possible structures for the ORC-initial substring













‘The reporter met the senator who attacked someone.’













‘The reporter met the senator whom someone attacked.’













‘The reporter knows the fact that someone attacked someone.’
The present study confirms this account by tracking all remainders, at each ini-
tial substring, as shown in Fig. 7. This figure illustrates that the ORC-initial substring
licenses more remainders than does the corresponding SRC-initial substring at the
same level of embedding. The remainders ranked 6, 17, and 21 in the (b) panel of
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epyTredniameRytilibaborPknaR
............
5 0.015 pro [t N Acc Vtn] N Acc Vtd SRC
............
11 0.010 pro [pro N Acc Vtn] fact Acc Vtd NCC with Sbj-pro
............
entropy = 12.905
(a) SRC-initial substring N Acc Vtn
epyTredniameRytilibaborPknaR
............
5 0.016 pro [N Nom t Vtn] N Acc Vtd ORC
6 0.016 N Nom [pro t Vtn] N Acc Vtd ORC with Sbj-pro
............
17 0.004 N Nom [t pro Vtn] N Acc Vtd SRC with Obj-pro
............
20 0.003 pro [N Nom pro Vtn] fact Acc Vtd NCC with Obj-pro
21 0.003 N Nom [pro pro Vtn] fact Acc Vtd NCC with Sbj- and Obj-pro
............
entropy = 14.827
(b) ORC-initial substring N Nom Vtn
Fig. 7 Selected possible remainders at the third word for Korean RCs
Fig. 7 correspond to the additional structures (11a)–(11c) that were originally iden-
tified in Yun et al. (2010). Part of the ambiguity due to these additional structures
is resolved at the next word as the possibility of an NCC is eliminated when the
head noun N is heard. This contributes to greater Entropy Reduction for the ORC at
the head noun.
6.2 Japanese
Entropy Reduction also predicts the Subject Advantage in Japanese. The word-by-
word processing difficulty predictions for Japanese RCs are shown in Fig. 8. The
pattern here is very similar to the Korean case discussed in Section 6.1: the Sub-
ject Advantage is predicted to show up at the same structural positions as in the Korean
examples, namely at the second word (i.e. case marker) and at the fourth word (i.e.
head noun). Figure 9 tracks how the most probable structures and their probabilities
change as the comprehender encounters new words in Japanese.
The Subject Advantage at the case marker (w2) is predicted because remainder-set
entropy is reduced in the transition from w1 to w2 when processing the ORC (ER
1.26 bits), whereas there is no reduction in the case of the SRC. As in Korean, greater
processing difficulty for the ORC at w2 is attributable to the lower entropy of the
ORC-initial substring N Nom (4.430 bits), compared to the SRC-initial substring N
Acc (5.773 bits) since the entropy at w1 is the same for the SRC and the ORC (5.688
bits). Although the difference in entropy at w2 is not immediately obvious from the
very top-ranked parses as it was in the case of Korean, the source of the difference
turns out to be similar with the Korean case if we continue by examining some lower-
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N Acc(SRC)/Nom(ORC) Vt N(head)








Fig. 8 ER prediction for Japanese RCs
order derivations. Figure 10 shows all analyses with a probability over 0.001 for both
SRC and ORC initial substrings at the case marker. The smaller cardinality (31 vs
42) of nontrivial derivations in the ORC already suggests that more work has been
done, resulting in a more highly-organized parser state. Further inspection of Fig. 10
shows that the remainders of N Nom tend to concentrate their probability mass on
interpretations of that string as a subject of a simple sentence. On the other hand, the
remainders of N Acc exhibit a broader spread over more complex derivations involving
more levels of embedding. The difference between these probability distributions
creates the Subject Advantage at the case marker, in much the same way as in Korean.
Korean and Japanese seem to differ here only in degree.
The sources for the Subject Advantage at the head noun (w4) are, however, not
exactly parallel with Korean, due to a distinctive characteristic of Japanese. Note that
in Japanese, adnominal and declarative forms are the same for verbs. Thus when the
third word (i.e. the verb) is heard, this sentence-initial substring is ambiguous between
adnominal clauses (i.e. relative clause or noun complement clauses) and declarative
clauses. Figure 11 shows that both the SRC and ORC at w3 are most likely to be
interpreted as declarative sentences at this point. However, the distribution of the
remainder set is more concentrated around a simple declarative analysis in the case
of the SRC-initial substring (0.544), compared to the ORC-initial substring (0.256).
This difference in the distribution of the remainder sets reflects the asymmetrical
distribution of subject and object pros in Japanese: subject pro is abundant, while object
pro is less so. Appendix 1 details how this distributional difference manifests itself
in Japanese corpora. If a comprehender detects a missing subject in the sentence, the
empty category is likely to be pro, whereas a missing direct object is rather ambiguous
between an RC gap and pro. Thus, a hearer can be more certain about the rest of
the sentence having heard the SRC-initial substring N Acc Vt, which lacks an overt
subject, compared to the ORC-initial substring N Nom Vt, which lacks an overt direct
object. The lower entropy at w3 for the SRC-initial substring (5.773 bits) than for
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entropy = 6.317
0.346 Vi
0.186 N Nom Vi
0.071 N Acc Vt
0.038 N Nom N Acc Vt
0.027 Vi N Nom Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 5.688
0.415 N Nom Vi
0.158 N Acc Vt
0.085 N Nom N Acc Vt
0.025 N Nom Vi fact Nom Vi
0.020 N Acc Vt N Nom Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 5.688
0.415 N Nom Vi
0.158 N Acc Vt
0.085 N Nom N Acc Vt
0.025 N Nom Vi fact Nom Vi
0.020 N Acc Vt N Nom Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 5.773
0.544 N Acc Vt
0.070 N Acc Vt N Nom Vi
0.055 N Acc Vt fact Nom Vi
0.027 N Acc Vt N Acc Vt
0.021 N Acc Vt fact Acc Vt
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.430
0.585 N Nom Vi
0.120 N Nom N Acc Vt
0.035 N Nom Vi fact Nom Vi
0.017 N Nom Vi N Acc Vt
0.014 N Nom Vt
. . . . . .
entropy = 5.773
0.544 N Acc Vt
0.070 N Acc Vt N Nom Vi
0.055 N Acc Vt fact Nom Vi
0.027 N Acc Vt N Acc Vt
0.021 N Acc Vt fact Acc Vt
. . . . . .
entropy = 9.662
0.256 N Nom Vt
0.107 N Nom Vt N Nom Vi
0.041 N Nom Vt N Acc Vt
0.041 N Nom Vt N Acc Vt
0.026 N Nom Vt fact Nom Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 8.657
0.310 N Acc Vt N Nom Vi
0.118 N Acc Vt N Acc Vt
0.064 N Acc Vt N Nom N Acc Vt
0.019 N Acc Vt N Nom Vi fact Nom Vi
0.019 N Acc Vt N Nom Vi fact Nom Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 9.447
0.231 N Nom Vt N Nom Vi
0.088 N Nom Vt N Acc Vt
0.088 N Nom Vt N Acc Vt
0.047 N Nom Vt N Nom N Acc Vt
0.027 N Nom Vt N Acc Vt











Fig. 9 Likely derivations and their conditional probabilities in Japanese RCs
the ORC-initial substring (9.662 bits) quantifies this claim.8 The entropy at the SRC-
initial substring at w3 is in fact so low that no Reduction happens at all in the transition
from w3 to w4 in the SRC. This contributes to the Subject Advantage at the head noun
(w4) in Japanese.
8 As in Korean, the additional remainders for the ORC-initial substring also contribute to its high entropy.
However, the influence of ambiguous verb forms seems much stronger in processing Japanese RCs, as
indicated by the highly asymmetric probability distributions of the SRC and ORC remainder-sets at the
verb.
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Rank Prob Remainder
1. 0.544 pro N Acc Vt
2. 0.070 [t N Acc Vt] N Nom Vi
3. 0.055 [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
4. 0.027 pro [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt
5. 0.021 pro [pro N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt
6. 0.014 [t N Acc Vt] N Nom N Acc Vt
7. 0.011 [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom N Acc Vt
8. 0.010 [t N Acc Vt] [t Vi] N Nom Vi
9. 0.008 [t N Acc Vt] [pro Vi] fact Nom Vi
10. 0.004 [[t N Acc Vt] N Nom Vi] fact Nom Vi
11. 0.004 [t N Acc Vt] [N Nom Vi] fact Nom Vi
12. 0.004 pro [t N Acc Vt] [t Vi] N Acc Vt
13. 0.003 [t N Acc Vt] [t N Acc Vt] N Nom Vi
14. 0.003 [t [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt] N Nom Vi
15. 0.003 [[pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi] fact Nom Vi
16. 0.003 pro [t N Acc Vt] [pro Vi] fact Acc Vt
17. 0.003 [t N Acc Vt] [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
18. 0.003 [t [pro N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt] N Nom Vi
19. 0.003 [pro [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
20. 0.002 [pro [pro N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
21. 0.002 [t N Acc Vt] N Nom [t Vi] N Acc Vt
22. 0.002 [t N Acc Vt] [t Vi] N Nom N Acc Vt
23. 0.002 [t N Acc Vt] N Nom pro Vt
24. 0.002 [t N Acc Vt] N Nom [pro Vi] fact Acc Vt
25. 0.002 [t N Acc Vt] [pro Vi] fact Nom N Acc Vt
26. 0.002 [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom [t Vi] N Acc Vt
27. 0.002 pro [ [t N Acc Vt] N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt
28. 0.002 pro [t N Acc Vt] [N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt
29. 0.001 [ [t N Acc Vt] N Nom N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
30. 0.001 [t N Acc Vt] [N Nom N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
31. 0.001 [t N Acc Vt] [t Vi] [t Vi] N Nom Vi
32. 0.001 pro [t N Acc Vt] [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt
33. 0.001 pro [t [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt
34. 0.001 [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom pro Vt
35. 0.001 [t N Acc Vt] [pro t Vt] N Nom Vi
36. 0.001 [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom [pro Vi] fact Acc Vt
37. 0.001 pro [ [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt
38. 0.001 [ [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
39. 0.001 [t N Acc Vt] [t Vi] [pro Vi] fact Nom Vi
40. 0.001 pro [t N Acc Vt] [pro N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt
41. 0.001 pro [t [pro N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt] N Acc Vt
42. 0.001 pro [pro [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt
entropy = 5.773
(a) SRC-initial substring N Acc
Rank Prob Remainder
1. 0.585 N Nom Vi
2. 0.120 N Nom N Acc Vt
3. 0.035 [N Nom Vi] fact Nom Vi
4. 0.017 N Nom [t Vi] N Acc Vt
5. 0.014 N Nom pro Vt
6. 0.013 pro [N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt
7. 0.013 N Nom [pro Vi] fact Acc Vt
8. 0.012 [N Nom N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
9. 0.007 [N Nom Vi] fact Nom N Acc Vt
10. 0.007 N Nom [N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt
11. 0.006 N Nom [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt
12. 0.006 [N Nom t Vt] N Nom Vi
13. 0.005 pro [N Nom N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt
14. 0.005 N Nom [pro N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt
15. 0.002 [N Nom N Acc Vt] fact Nom N Acc Vt
16. 0.002 N Nom [N Nom N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt
17. 0.002 N Nom [t Vi] [t Vi] N Acc Vt
18. 0.002 pro [N Nom t Vt] N Acc Vt
19. 0.002 N Nom [pro t Vt] N Acc Vt
20. 0.002 [ [N Nom Vi] fact Nom Vi] fact Nom Vi
21. 0.002 N Nom [t Vi] [pro Vi] fact Acc Vt
22. 0.002 [N Nom [t Vi] N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
23. 0.002 [t [N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt] N Nom Vi
24. 0.001 [N Nom pro Vt] fact Nom Vi
25. 0.001 [pro [N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
26. 0.001 [N Nom [pro Vi] fact Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi
27. 0.001 [N Nom t Vt] N Nom N Acc Vt
28. 0.001 N Nom [N Nom t Vt] N Acc Vt
29. 0.001 [N Nom Vi] fact Nom [t Vi] N Acc Vt
30. 0.001 N Nom [t Vi] [N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt
31. 0.001 N Nom [ [t Vi] N Nom Vi] fact Acc Vt
entropy = 4.430
(b) ORC-initial substring N Nom
Fig. 10 Expanded derivation lists (p > 0.001) at the second words in Japanese RCs
6.3 Chinese
The true processing difficulty profile of Chinese RCs has been tough to pin down.
One of the factors that confounds research on SRCs and ORCs in this language is the
presence of temporary ambiguities. A variety of syntactic alternatives are compatible
with the initial substrings of these constructions. For example, the SRC-initial substring
(Vt N …) can also be understood as a pro-dropped matrix clause. Given that subject
pro-drop in Chinese is extremely frequent,9 this possibility must be taken into account.
ORCs, too, are plagued by troublesome temporary ambiguities. For instance, the ORC-
initial substring (N Vt …) may also continue as a matrix clause. If readers have a strong
expectation for this structure, they may not realize they have read an ORC. Moreover,
when an ORC modifies the matrix object, the initial substring (N Vt [N Vt …) can
trigger a garden-path effect of reanalysis from a matrix clause to an RC (Lin and Bever
2006, 2011).
9 In our Chinese Treebank search (see Appendix 1(c) for more results), we find that there are even more
omitted arguments (6385) than bare nouns (3830) in subject position.
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epyTredniameRytilibaborP
0.544 pro N Acc Vt simplex SOV with Sbj-pro
0.070 [t N Acc Vt] N Nom Vi SRC
0.055 [pro N Acc Vt] fact Nom Vi NCC with Sbj-pro
0.027 pro [t N Acc Vt] N Acc Vt SRC
0.021 pro [pro N Acc Vt] fact Acc Vt NCC with Sbj-pro
.........
Entropy = 5.773
(a) SRC prefix N Acc Vt
Probability Remainder Type
0.256 [N Nom pro Vt ] Simplex SOV with Obj-pro
0.107 [N Nom t Vt] N Nom Vi ORC
0.041 pro [N Nom t Vt] N Acc Vt ORC
0.041 N Nom [pro t Vt] N Acc Vt ORC with Sbj-pro
0.026 [N Nom pro Vt] fact Nom Vi NCC with Obj-pro
.........
Entropy = 9.662
(b) ORC prefix N Nom Vt
Fig. 11 Possible remainders at the third word for Japanese RCs
In order to test whether the Subject Advantage indeed exists in Chinese RCs, Jäger
et al. (in press) used an experimental design where RC-initial substrings are disam-
biguated from matrix clauses. The disambiguation is accomplished using extra words
that help guide readers towards some RC interpretation while still leaving the specific
gap site unspecified.





















‘the official who invited the tycoon yesterday’





















‘the official who the tycoon invited yesterday’
In Example (12), the sentence-initial demonstrative-classifier combination “na-ge”
encourages readers to expect a noun phrase. However, the following word is a tempo-
ral phrase “yesterday” which has to be attached to a verb phrase. This design therefore
leads the reader to only foresee an upcoming RC-modified noun phrase by ruling out
the pro-drop analysis. Jäger et al. (in press) used these “disambiguated” RC stimuli in
both self-paced reading and eye-tracking experiments. They reported that SRCs are
consistently read faster than ORCs in the RC region (Vt N or N Vt, respectively) and at
the head noun. A Subject Advantage was also found after the head noun, potentially
a spillover effect from previous regions.
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Fig. 12 ER predictions for “disambiguated” Chinese RCs
Entropy Reduction derives a Subject Advantage in Chinese RCs as shown in Fig. 12.
ORCs are correctly categorized as harder to process, in both the RC and head noun
regions.
Figure 13 illustrates how the Subject Advantage is predicted in Chinese RCs region-
by-region. Because the word order of SRCs (Vt N) is not the same as that of ORCs
(N Vt) in Chinese, we collapse the two words in the RC region. After processing this
RC region, entropy reduces by 2.34 bits in the SRC case and 2.93 bits in the ORC case.
Looking at the boxes in the “RC region” row, we focus on the two initial substrings
Dem Cl Time Vt N and Dem Cl Time N Vt.
The greater Entropy Reduction in the ORC case as compared to the SRC case
quantifies the intuitive idea that more comprehension work is called for in the RC region
of one item as compared to the other. This numerical contrast reflects the fact that, by
the end of the RC region, the ORC parser state is more organized than the corresponding
SRC state. Table 5 quantifies this degree of organization by counting the remainders
at various probability thresholds. While both initial substrings start from the same
uncertainty level (7.448 bits), the ORC-initial substring goes farther in reducing this
ambiguity. In other words, more work has been done.
Earlier modeling work on Chinese RCs using Surprisal did not derive the Sub-
ject Advantage at the RC head noun (Z. Chen et al. 2012); however, the present work
with Entropy Reduction does. Examining the pre-head syntactic remainders in Fig. 14,
the grammar defines contrasting probabilities for headlessness in SRC vs ORC con-
texts. In ORCs, as shown in the bottom left box, there is at least a 20.8 % chance that
the initial substring will continue as a headless RC. On the other hand, it is less likely
(5.6 %) that an SRC-initial substring will be headless (top left box). The information-
value of the headlessness question itself is different across the two constructions, and
this contributes to the prediction of a Subject Advantage at the head word in Chinese.
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entropy = 7.448
0.145 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N
0.058 Dem Cl Time Vi de N Vt N
0.058 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vi
0.047 Dem Cl Time Vt de N Vt N
0.035 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N
. . . . . .
entropy = 5.112
0.316 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N
0.125 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vi
0.072 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vt N
0.072 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N de N
0.038 Dem Cl Time Vt N de Vt N
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.522
0.329 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N
0.130 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vi
0.120 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vt N
0.075 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N de N
0.048 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.858
0.326 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N
0.129 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vi
0.075 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N de N
0.075 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vt N
0.040 Dem Cl Time Vt N de Vt N
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.360
0.334 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N
0.133 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vi
0.122 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vt N
0.077 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N de N
0.049 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.457
0.359 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N
0.143 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vi
0.082 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N de N
0.082 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vt N
0.033 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vi
. . . . . .
entropy = 3.521
0.456 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N
0.181 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vi
0.105 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N de N
0.033 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Vt N de N
0.020 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Dem Cl N









Fig. 13 Derivations and their conditional probabilities in “disambiguated” Chinese RCs
Table 5 More peaked probability distribution of remainders leads to lower uncertainty level in ORCs.
Starting from the same entropy level (first row of Fig. 13) but arriving at a lower “destination” level (second
row of Fig. 13) in just the ORC yields the prediction of greater processing effort via the Entropy Reduction
hypothesis
Probability Type No. of Remainders Total Probability Uncertainty
> 0.01 SRC 10 0.722 HighORC 8 0.768 Low
> 0.001 SRC 64 0.881 HighORC 54 0.908 Low
7 Conclusion
Processing asymmetries across relative clause types can be understood as differential
degrees of confusion about sentence structure. On the one hand, this idea has a certain
intuitive obviousness about it: a harder information-processing problem ought to be
associated with greater observable processing difficulty. But it is not a foregone con-
clusion. It could have been the case that the sentence structures motivated by leading
syntactic analyses do not derive these “harder” vs “easier” information processing
problems in just the cases where human readers seem to have trouble. But in fact, as
Section 6 details, they do.
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Prob Remainder
0.326 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N
0.129 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vi
0.075 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N de N
0.075 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vt N
0.040 Dem Cl Time Vt N de Vt N
0.030 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vi
0.023 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt Vt N de N
0.017 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vt N de N
0.016 Dem Cl Time Vt N de Vi
0.014 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt Dem Cl N
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.858
Prob Remainder
0.359 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N
0.143 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vi
0.082 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt N de N
0.082 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vt N
0.033 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vi
0.026 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt Vt N de N
0.019 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de N Vt N de N
0.016 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt Dem Cl N
0.010 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N Vt Vi de N
0.010 Dem Cl Time Vt N de N de Vt N
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.457
Prob Remainder
0.334 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N
0.132 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vi
0.122 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vt N
0.077 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N de N
0.049 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vi
0.028 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vt N de N
0.024 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Vt N de N
0.015 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Dem Cl N
0.010 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Vi de N
0.009 Dem Cl Time N Vt de Vt Vt N de N
. . . . . .
entropy = 4.360
Prob Remainder
0.456 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N
0.181 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vi
0.105 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt N de N
0.033 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Vt N de N
0.020 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Dem Cl N
0.013 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Vi de N
0.012 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt de N Vt N
0.011 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt Vt de N
0.008 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt de N Vt N
0.008 Dem Cl Time N Vt de N Vt de N Vt N






Fig. 14 ER at the head noun in Chinese RCs; detail of last two rows in Fig. 13. Here, boldface highlights
expectations that the RC will be headless
By suggesting that human listeners are information-processors subject to informa-
tion theory, this methodology revives the approach of psychologists like Hick (1952),
Attneave (1959) and Garner (1962). What differs in the present application of infor-
mation theory is the use of generative grammars to specify the sentence-structural
expectations that listeners have. The conditional probabilities in diagrams like Fig. 5
are calculated over grammatical alternatives, not just single successor words. In this
regard our method integrates both information-processing psychology and genera-
tive grammar.
This integration articulates the view that all humans are bound by the same kinds
of processing limitations. Where the distribution on grammatical alternatives goes
from being flatter to being more peaked, we should expect slower reading times.
Such a limitation may perhaps reflect something deep about cognition, something that
constrains both humans and machines. However, the precise implications of this limit
depend crucially on the grammar of particular languages.
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Appendix 1: Attestation counts
(a) Korean
Korean Treebank 2.0 (Han et al. 2002) was used to obtain an estimation of the fre-
quencies of the relevant structures in Korean. The texts of the corpus are a selection of
Korean Press Agency news articles in 2000, consisting of 5,010 sentences and 132,040
words. The weight parameters for the MG presented in example 6 on page 123 were
derived from the attestation counts given below in Table 6.
Table 6 Korean attestation counts
Clause Type Subject Object Verb Count
Matrix Clause overt overt transitive 24
overt pro transitive 2
pro overt transitive 31
pro pro transitive 0
overt - intransitive 436
pro - intransitive 30
Complement Clause overt overt transitive 92
overt pro transitive 5
pro overt transitive 401
pro pro transitive 12
overt - intransitive 282
pro - intransitive 110
Relative Clause (SRC) gap overt transitive 467
gap pro transitive 4
gap - intransitive 559
Relative Clause (ORC) overt gap transitive 120
pro gap transitive 10
(b) Japanese
In the case of Japanese, Kyoto Corpus 4.0 (Kurohashi and Nagao 2003) was used.
The texts of the corpus are a selection of Mainichi Newspaper articles from 1995,
consisting of 5,447 sentences and 161,028 words. Although the Kyoto Corpus is not
a treebank, it does provide a rich set of part-of-speech tags that we used to carry
out a corpus study analogous to the Korean study discussed above. In particular, all
predicates are annotated with information about their arguments, including the location
of the argument and its syntactic type (such as nominative or accusative). Although
Japanese RCs are prenominal, the canonical word order places the verb at the end
of the clause, after all of its arguments. Consequently, if a verb is followed by its
nominative or accusative argument, the clause that ends with the verb is an SRC
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or ORC, respectively. If a verb comes after all its arguments but still precedes some
other noun, then the clause that ends with the verb is a noun complement clause. The
frequencies of the same parameters as in Korean were derived from the counts in
Table 7.
Table 7 Japanese attestation counts
Clause Type Subject Object Verb Count
Matrix Clause overt overt transitive 125
overt pro transitive 7
pro overt transitive 329
pro pro transitive 32
overt - intransitive 691
pro - intransitive 487
Complement Clause overt overt transitive 149
overt pro transitive 4
pro overt transitive 323
pro pro transitive 25
overt - intransitive 463
pro - intransitive 200
Relative Clause (SRC) gap overt transitive 537
gap pro transitive 20
gap - intransitive 854
Relative Clause (ORC) overt gap transitive 116
pro gap transitive 102
(c) Chinese
We obtain attestation counts from Chinese Treebank 7 (Xue et al. 2005) which contains
51,447 fully parsed sentences or 1,196,329 words. These yield the weights shown
below in Table 8. Note that the “disambiguated” RCs shown in example 12 on page 136
motivate a somewhat richer set of choice points in the formal grammar fragment,
which obligates us to estimate weights for a longer list of parameters than in Korean
or Japanese.
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Table 8 Chinese attestation counts
noun with a demonstrative modifier 2916
complex NP with a demonstrative modifier 345
noun in argument position 8133
complex NP in argument position 2316





noun in subject position 3830
noun with a demonstrative modifier in subject position 167
pro in subject position 6385
noun in object position 3766
noun with a demonstrative modifier in object position 123
pro in object position 2
subject pro with transitive verb 5054
subject pro with intransitive verb 1331
subject NP with transitive verb 17250
subject NP with intransitive verb 4377
noun as ORC subject 185
noun with a demonstrative modifier as ORC subject 12
pro as ORC subject 162
matrix modified by temporal adjunct 343
matrix not modified by temporal adjunct 16852
SRC not modified by temporal adjunct 2532
ORC not modified by temporal adjunct 1124
RC modified by temporal adjunct 39
relative clause 3695
complement clause 852
Appendix 2: A note on the infinity of possible remainders
References to dozens of possible sentence-remainders in, for example, Table 5 or Fig. 7,
might prompt the question of whether our account assumes some degree of parallelism
in the parsing process. It is true that, for example, (the probability of) the 100th-best
possible remainder plays a role in determining the predictions of the Entropy Reduction
Hypothesis, but this does not entail any algorithmic claim that the comprehender in
fact proceeds by considering each of the top 100 derivations one by one.
Instead of a processing algorithm, the ER complexity metric rather models a com-
prehender’s intermediate mental state at a particular position in a sentence using a
grammar. Section 5 dubs this sort of object an “intersection grammar.” Such a gram-
mar is a finite object that characterizes the set of possible sentence-remainders, which
is in many cases an infinite set. This characterization is precisely analogous to the way
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S → NP VP
NP → the N
N → cat | dog | . . . | fact S¯ | claim S¯
VP → jumped | is true | was rejected | . . . | shows S¯ | suggests S¯
S¯ → that S
Fig. 15 A simple grammar for an imagined language
that generative grammars are ordinarily used to characterize presumably infinite sets
of well-formed un-remaindered, full sentences.10
The important idea is that when we report, for example, an entropy value of 5.773
after encountering the initial substring N Acc in Fig. 9, this value is a property of the
intersection grammar that finitely characterizes the comprehender’s mental state at
that point; we can ask the question of what this entropy value is in much the same way
that we can ask, say, how many rules are in the grammar, or what the greatest number
of symbols on the right hand side of a single rule is. (These are other conceivable,
though perhaps not so well-motivated, linking hypotheses one might consider using
to connect intersection grammars to behavioral predictions.) In order to gain some
understanding of the content of a remainder grammar, it is useful to consider some
of the infinitely many derivations that it licenses, and this is the purpose of derivation
lists that appear throughout Section 6. These lists help to understand the implications
of the remainder grammars, but it is the remainder grammars’ uncertainty properties,
and not the lists themselves that we offer as a cognitive account of comprehenders’
intermediate mental states.
To illustrate this point, consider the grammar in Fig. 15. This finite object derives
infinitely many sentences such as the following (where the brackets are added just for
readability).
(13) a. The fact that [John met Mary] shows that [the cat jumped]
b. The fact that [the claim that [the cat jumped] was rejected] suggests that
[the report that [John met Mary] was true]
c. …
This grammar licenses an infinity of derivations because it contains “loops.” For ex-
ample, an S can contain a VP, which can contain an S¯, which can contain an S, as
illustrated in Fig. 16a. There is also a second, longer, loop, consisting of four nonter-
minals, shown in Fig. 16b.
Consider now a comprehender using this grammar to parse a sentence, at the point
where only the initial substring The fact that John met Mary shows has been encoun-
tered. Our methodology characterizes this comprehender’s mental state at this point
by an interion grammar, a modified version of the grammar in Fig. 15 that derives only
sentences consistent with this initial substring. Clearly there are an infinite number
10 In the special case where we consider the comprehender’s mental state at the beginning of a sentence,
i.e. where the initial substring encountered so far is the empty string, these two ideas reduce to the same
thing: the possible remainders consistent with this empty initial substring are precisely the well-formed
sentences of the language.
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Fig. 16 The two loops present









of such sentences, since they have the form The fact that John met Mary shows that
S; hence the intersection grammar must necessarily contain at least one loop. Note
that this is true even though there are an infinite number of other sentences that are no
longer candidates because they are not consistent with the heard initial substring, but
which are derivable using the grammar in Fig. 15, since the main clause subject can
contain unboundedly many embeddings. More specifically, then, the remainder gram-
mar will have in effect the same two loops shown in Fig. 16, although the ways these
loops can be reached are more restricted than is the case for the grammar in Fig. 15.
The import of this example for present purposes is this: just as the infinite list of
sentences in this imagined language can be characterized by the finite grammar in
Fig. 15, and hence by a certain finite mental state, so can the infinite list of sentences
consistent with the relevant initial substring. In order to gain some intuitive under-
standing of what is characterized by such a finite mental state, it is often useful to
“unroll” some of the licensed derivations for inspection; this is what we are doing
when we look at (13) to gain some understanding of the grammar in Fig. 15, and the
larger lists in Section 6 were used to similarly gain some understanding of certain
intersection grammars. These lists themselves, however, play no role in the theory we
propose. Just as a competent speaker is usually hypothesized to bear a certain men-
tal relationship to a grammar such as the one in Fig. 15, rather than any particular
elements of or subsets of lists like (13), in our view a comprehender bears a certain
mental relationship to an intersection grammar (which, in turn, has an entropy), rather
than any particular elements of or subsets of lists like the ones presented in preceding
subsections.
Appendix 3: Entropy reduction and information theory
The reduction in entropy of grammatical derivations brought about by observing (or
lengthening) an initial substring represents a particular way of characterizing infor-
mation gain. This particular way is written out as the difference of two entropies in 14
below. In this definition, X is a random variable over derivations. Y = y denotes the
outcome of a related random variable such as an initial substring of the yield.
I (X; y) = H(X) − H(X |y) (14)
Blachman (1968) compares the information measure in 14 to an alternative measure
given below in 15.
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The second measure, J , leads to surprisal in the sense of Hale (2001) via reasoning
analogous to that presented in Section 2.1 of Levy (2008). The first measure, I , leads
to Entropy Reduction. As Blachman points out, both notions of information gain have
as their expectation the mutual information of X and Y . However, he goes on to show
that they are not equivalent. For instance, I can be negative whereas J cannot. On the
other hand, I is additive while J is not.
What this shows is that there is no one “official” way to apply information theory
to human language processing. These definitions are theoretical postulations that are
useful to the extent that they lead to greater insight into the phenomena under study.
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